Polonius the Pit Pony

By Richard O’Neill
Illustrated by Feronia Parker Thomas

This teaching resource was created by Education Durham as
part of Durham Book Festival 2022 produced by
New Writing North.
It is designed to help teachers explore Polonius the Pit Pony
with their pupils, with discussion points and activities.
The activities follow the flow of the book but there is no
expectation to complete every one; instead we encourage
teachers to pick and choose those which would work best for
their children according to individual class needs.
We hope you enjoy reading Polonius the Pit Pony
with your class.
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Front cover
Show image for 2 minutes.
Hide the image.
Ask children to draw as much as they can remember of it.
List the vocabulary.
Look closely at the pit head and mine shaft – do class know what this is? Where might they
have seen images like this?
Read the dedication – find Annfield Plain on a map. Learn about the coal mining communities
in County Durham.

Prior knowledge to support with understanding of the text
Elicit background knowledge – what inferences around the story can the class draw – what is
a pit/ mine? What is a pit pony? Some might be quite knowledgeable about this depending on
the location of the school, the local history of the community and conversations within their own
families. For others this might be new learning.
For those schools located in pit villages this is an ideal time to look at old photographs of the
mines that once were part of their community.
It might be worth considering a trip to a mining museum to build children’s knowledge and understanding of our regional mining heritage. Think about referencing the Miner’s Gala in Durham and the mine at Beamish.
Develop an understanding that this is a story set in the past (in the 1960s) establishing that our
villages look vastly different today.

Setting the context
Explain that this story is one in a series written by Richard O’Neill – a Romani author – known
as Traveller tales. Discuss what is meant by the term Traveller and Romani.
This story is autobiographical – discuss what this means. This could lead to some oral autobiographical story telling – linking to the oral tradition of story telling generally and the idea that
some stories are just the telling of events that have happened to us
It is set in Langley Park where Richard and his family lived when he was a child. This story reflects what life was like for a Richard’s family 50 years ago – times have changed, and you may
want to link with local Traveller communities to explore the differences between life then and
now. You could also do some work on how life has changed for non-Traveller families in the last
50 years

Listen to the story
Compare and contrast readings. Read the story aloud to the class and then listen to Richard
O’Neill reading the story. POLONIUS THE PIT PONY - STEP (ed.ac.uk)

Respond to the story
Discuss which retelling the class preferred and why? – this will link to work around reading
fluency and how we bring words to life from the page. It also supports how reading is a social
activity and that we not only hear the words, but we use how they are spoken and, sometimes,
props to support good story telling.
Having heard the story a couple of times use the Tell Me approach (championed by Aiden
Chambers) to encourage book talk.
Explain to the class that they will hear the story once more and as they listen, they will think
about which bits they like and what they do not like about the story, book, illustrations etc. Once
you have read give children time to think about what aspects of the story and the telling of it that
they liked.
“Tell me what you liked….and why”
Record- on a large grid like the one below–all the contributions made (even if that involves
repetition – every opinion is valued) Bullet points are fine.
Repeat this asking children what they did not like.
Likes

Dislikes

Puzzles

Patterns

Having talked through likes and dislikes you then ask the children what questions they might
have. These could be about the plot, the character’s behaviours, the meaning of the story, the
layout of the text, the illustrations – in fact, anything at all that they might be wondering about.
At this point you record the questions asked but allow the children time to try to provide answers
to the posed queries. These do not need to be recorded and this is where the conversation can
often lift off as children begin to interrogate the text and in grappling with the questions asked,
start to uncover the subtext voice thoughts and opinions that allow you to see how they are
developing as readers.
The final section is where children are asked if the book reminds them of anything they have
experienced, seen or heard before. You are now starting to encourage children to make links
between the story and /or characters and their own lives developing empathy and being able to
engage with the text at a deeper and more personal level. You can also explore links to other
texts or indeed any form of media – it may be film or games – that the story reminds them of.
Finally you see if anyone can make any connections to the wider world – one which they have
not experienced directly but may have some awareness of.

Closer reading – exploring the text in depth
Discover more about the name – Polonius – what does it mean? Where does it come from?
This could lead to some exploration of their own names, the origins and county variations. Polonius is linked to being a seeker of wisdom and knowledge – does this pony live up to his name?
Ask children what facts they think they have learnt through reading this fiction story
•

About mines

•

About pit ponies - The information on the back sleeve gives a great starting point for this
work

•

About the Romani people

Any or all of these could lead to further research and link to developing an understanding of part
of our cultural heritage in this region.
e.g. The first ever recorded use of pit ponies was in Durham in 1750
You could explore how pit ponies lived and worked and find out about other ‘working animals’
e.g. police dogs
This could lead to some true-life stories around how animals have helped and, in some cases,
saved humans.

Rich and diverse vocabulary
The story itself contains some rich and varied vocabulary – some of which is taken from the
Romani language. Collect the new vocabulary. For some of the words such as frolicking there
is a chance that children can make a good stab at the meaning based on the context – and this
is a strategy to make explicit.
For other words we need to refer to the glossary at the front of the text to understand their
meaning.

Page by page analysis
First double-page spread
•

How do we know this story is set in the past?

•

How do you think the pony is feeling?

•

Do you think it is right that they should live and work underground?

•

What do you think it would be like in a mine?

Second double-page spread
•

How does the author let the reader know that the two weeks when the mines were shut were
a time that the horses enjoyed?

•

Why do you think Polonius went closer to the two big horses?

•

What do you think the two large horses might have been used for?

Third double-page spread
•

Why do Cushy and Thor not run away?

•

What does Thor’s name tell you about him?

•

Why do they think Polonius would not fit in with their lifestyles?

•

How are the lives of the horses different to each other?

•

Why does Polonius want to join them?

Fourth double-page spread
•

Why did the ponies not want to return to the pit?

•

What might the miners be thinking in the illustration? What are the ponies thinking?

•

What words might you use to describe Polonius at this point in the story? Why?

•

What do you think Polonius is planning to do? What do you think might happen?

Fifth double-page spread
•

What is happening in the story here?

•

Why do you think Grandad is not happy?

•

How might Polonius feel at this point in the story?

Sixth double-page spread
•

As Polonius entered the yard he began to behave differently. Why do you think he did that?

•

What would the horse-keeper’s job be?

•

What does tasted freedom mean?

•

Why is Polonius no use to the mine now?

Seventh double-page spread
•

What do you learn about Traveller life in the past?

•

How does Polonius feel?

•

Why does he not feel like a hero?

•

What do you think a hero does?

•

What do you think might be going to happen in the story from this point forwards?

Eighth double-page spread
•

What do you think the characters are thinking and saying in this illustration?

•

Where are the stools going?

•

How will they get to America?

•

What new information have we leant about Traveller life in the past?

•

The whole family are working together. Do you work with your family to help them? How do
you help your family? How do they help you?

Ninth double-page spread
•

What is the problem?

•

What do you think is going to happen next in the story?

Tenth double-page spread
•

How did the family work together to solve the problem?

•

Why did Cushy and Thor behave as they did?

•

Why was Polonius not scared?

•

How do you think Polonius felt?

Eleventh double-page spread
•

What is the problem now?

•

Did it surprise you that Polonius could not solve the problem?

•

What was Polonius’ plan?

Twelfth double-page spread to the end
•

How did Polonius save the day?

•

What lesson had Polonius learnt?

•

What lessons have Cushy and Thor learnt?

•

What do you think this story is telling us? Is it giving us any clues as to how we should live
and work together?

Beyond the text
Contact Richard O’Neill – (he has worked in local schools such as Peases West)
Read some of Richard O’Neill’s other Traveller tales – work out the chronology. Across the series the author takes through time from life for the traveling community over 150 years ago to
life today.
Learn more about the illustrator Feronia Parker Thomas.
This book could also stimulate some rich discussion around Traveller communities today as
part of work around diversity and cultural understanding.

Writing opportunities
Retelling the story
Non chron reports
Diary entries for the characters
Instruction writing
Book reviews

Further activities
•

Freezeframing and drama-based activities – taking moments in the story and acting them
out adding voices to the characters and developing aspects of the story that might not be
told in the text – e.g. Lucretia trying to persuade Granddad not to return Polonius

•

Look at the artwork of local artists depicting mining. Durham Learning Resources have a
large collection of artworks showing mines and miners and a large collection of mining artefacts

•

Consider the medium that has been used to create the illustrations – coloured pencils? Encourage children to look at the shading and texturing and experiment with this

•

Investigate traditional crafts – consider inviting some local craftspeople into school to demonstrate crafts (Forest school link)

•

Wood painting

•

Oral story telling - link to seventh double spread page – could something like this be enacted
in school?

•

DT project – making simple stools – these do not need to be wooden but could be make of a
variety of materials and could be used to explore weight bearing, balance, comfort, strength
etc

•

Visit one of our local mining museums

•

If possible, invite people in from the community who remember when the local mine was
operating

